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Key Concepts for Educators
The lighting systems in Unreal Engine 5 can be extremely powerful for students, helping them 
create their best work with less friction. This document provides an overview of those systems 
that should help educators start thinking about how to employ them in their classrooms. While 
this guide does not include technical walkthroughs, it will provide links to documentation and 
appendices that should make the teaching process even easier.

What’s new in Unreal Engine 5?

Unreal Engine 5 (UE5) features two major additions to its lighting pipeline: Lumen and Virtual 
Shadow Maps (VSM). 

These new methods can massively increase a scene’s lighting fidelity via dynamic global 
illumination (GI), reflections, and shadowing, all while reducing the technical complexity of these 
historically intensive steps of the development pipeline.
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Lumen and VSM, along with Nanite Virtualized Geometry, represent a generational shift in 
how games are lit, both from a technical and artistic perspective. We encourage students to 
begin using and learning Lumen right away; especially those that want to work in high-end indie 
and AAA games. Those looking to work in ICVFX and animation should also begin exploring the 
possibilities of Lumen, as it will become more widely used in those industries, as well.

For students working on simulation, VR, mobile, and other high-frame rate applications, UE5 
also contains major improvements to high-performance static/baked lighting via Lightmass. 
Production-ready, GPU Lightmass harnesses modern GPU hardware to accelerate the light-
baking process, while improving the quality significantly. The CPU Lighmass system has seen 
quality and performance improvements as well.

GPU Lightmass
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Lumen’s dynamic global illumination

Lumen is UE5’s system for real-time, dynamic global illumination (GI) and reflection. While new, 
it’s already providing results that are often on-par with path-traced or offline rendered lighting 
solutions, such as Lightmass.

Fortnite Lumen Comparison
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What is Global illumination (GI)?

Put simply, GI is the simulation of light as it reflects and bounces off surfaces. Capturing this full 
spectrum of light and its falloff is what grounds many games and designs in the real world. Game 
engines have used many techniques to simulate this in the past, but these have typically suffered 
from severe quality, performance, or artistic limitations.

Baked/Static Lighting in Gears of War (Unreal Engine 3)

Why is Lumen such a big deal?

Global illumination systems have been available in game engines for some time. Even Unreal 
Engine has shipped with several over the years.Other developers have also created novel GI 
systems of their own.

Lumen, however, represents the first truly production-ready, real-time, dynamic GI system. 
Because it is truly dynamic, there’s no need to bake, place reflection probes, or cache at editor-
time. Artists get more fidelity than they would with a baked workaround, and it works with worlds, 
both large and small, as well as interior/exterior scenes. 
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Lumen Archviz Scene

Lumen In Fortnite Chapter 4

Lumen has now shipped with Fortnite Chapter 4 and targets 60 fps on next-gen consoles like 
Playstation 5 and Xbox Series S/X. Because this demonstrates that it can be used in a high-
performance game with predictable, high-quality results, students can expect more developers to 
begin to seriously look at using Lumen for their lighting needs.
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Lumen technical details

Lumen uses a novel, hybrid ray-tracing approach that combines decades of research and development to 
achieve its incredible results. While these details are out of scope for this overview, you can read our Lumen 
Technical Details document that details exactly how it goes about rendering.

Hardware vs. software ray tracing

By default, Lumen is a software-based, ray-traced lighting system. This means that Lumen does not 
require specific ray-tracing hardware to run. However, ray-tracing hardware like  the NVIDIA RTX cards are 
supported, which enable greater fidelity on RTX-ready platforms. 

Lumen with hardware ray tracing

Lumen with software ray tracing

[Hardware (top) vs software (bottom) - Lumen reflections difference]
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What your students should select largely depends on performance budgets and the target/
development hardware available to the team. However, knowing why and when to use both can 
be the difference between a smooth experience and a nearly unusable development environment/
gameplay experience. 

The difference between the two boils down to the following:

• Lumen can leverage hardware ray tracing to achieve better quality and performance, but falls 
back to using software if the hardware does not support it.

• Hardware ray tracing allows skinned meshes, such as characters and vehicles, to be visible in 
reflections and lighting.

• Hardware ray-traced reflections are more accurate, as they are based on the scene geometry, 
rather than the distance field representation of meshes.

• Software ray tracing has lower hardware requirements and can be a solution for older 
generation computers. 

• Games can typically be authored to allow players with higher end machines to enable hardware 
raytracing support as a player configurable option.

• There can be significant differences between the lighting results when using hardware vs 
software, so students should test against both to ensure parity.

Enabling Lumen

Lumen is a core technology in Unreal Engine, meaning that it is always available and very easy 
to enable.

In fact, new Unreal Engine 5 projects will have Lumen enabled by default. If a student’s machine 
is unable to support Lumen, though, a warning will be displayed and the engine will fall back to a 
more simple lighting model.

Projects that are being upgraded from 4.x will need Lumen to be enabled manually. Lumen can 
be enabled either project-wide via the Project Settings, or on a per-level basis using a Post 
Process Volume.

Screenshot of Project Settings > Rendering
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[Comparison using the PPV to turn Lumen on and off]
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This is a great way of determining the performance impact of Lumen and quickly visualizing how 
projects authored for Lumen look when it is disabled.

Of course, setting the Post Process Volume’s properties or making a change to the Project Settings 
makes a permanent change to the level and game. You can also use Engine Scalability settings to 
reduce the complexity of the rendering pipeline on a per-machine basis.

Using Engine Scalability Settings can allow a team to develop a Lumen-based project when some 
team members don’t have access to the supported hardware. For instance, a programmer,gameplay 
designer, or animator can work on a non-Lumen platform or older hardware, previewing their work 
using lowered scalability settings, while level designers and lighting artists can work on higher-
powered machines.
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Optimization and troubleshooting

There are a couple of new optimization view modes that will help your students get the best 
quality and performance with Lumen. Just like the other view modes in Unreal Engine, these 
modes should be your first stop for troubleshooting and improving quality.

The Lumen Scene view shows which scene Lumen is currently using to calculate bounced 
lighting. You will notice that it changes between Mesh Distance Fields and the fallback geometry 
when you toggle hardware support on and off.

The Reflection View will help show which objects Lumen is considering for offscreen reflections. 
Note: black surfaces will create dark reflections that can be undesirable. You can often remedy 
these kinds of visual inconsistencies by increasing the trace distance or the Lumen Scene Detail 
in the level’s Post Process Volume’s settings.

Finally, and often most importantly, there is the Surface Cache view. The Surface Cache is built 
as the player moves around the scene. This allows Lumen to “remember” what the offscreen 
geometry and lighting looks like without having to recalculate it each frame. 

This view also allows you to see if you have surfaces that are hard for UE5 to cache. If you find 
your lighting is inconsistent as your players move through a scene, this can be a great place to 
look for errors. Some examples include objects that aren’t being remembered (yellow), or have 
pixel errors (pink) such as the doorways in the screenshot below.
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Virtual Shadow Maps for dynamic lights

Virtual Shadow Maps are UE5’s new method for creating ultra-high-resolution, dynamic shadow 
maps that only need a fraction of the rendering power of traditional methods. VSMs can bring the 
best out of Lumen and Nanite, providing accurate, ray-traced-style shadows in real time. 

Additional benefits include:

• No-fuss implementations of shadow effects, including  contact hardening and soft shadows 
• Great out-of-the-box results, but art-directable
• Efficiently shadows huge worlds with pages that stream in and out as needed

Working with Virtual Shadow Maps

Virtual Shadow Maps are a project-wide setting and will apply to all shadowed, dynamic lights 
when enabled. (See above figure)

Once enabled, you will immediately notice a huge increase in the fidelity of shadows in the scene. 
At this point, any dynamic lights set to cast shadows will use VSM and many of the shadow 
settings on Light Actors will be ignored. 
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[Comparison of traditional cascaded shadow maps (top) and Virtual Shadow Maps (bottom)]

Please note: the performance delta should be closely monitored. Shadowcasting can become 
very expensive with Nanite and large scenes.
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Virtual Shadow Map technical details

Virtual Shadow Maps utilize virtual textures to achieve extremely high-resolution shadow maps, 
rendered similarly to current cascaded shadow map techniques. Rather than using one or two 
textures of limited resolution, VSMs use many, high-resolution textures as represented by the 
Virtual Page visualization mode.

[Virtual Page visualization of a single Spot Light]

While VSM are generally very fast to render, they do require significantly more memory and can 
have bottlenecks with very large scenes or with Nanite Foliage. For more information about how 
VMSs work, please read the technical documentation.

Static lighting with Lightmass

While Lumen’s dynamic GI is incredible, it comes with several considerations, including 
performance and compatibility. As we noted before, Lumen targets 60 fps on next-gen consoles, 
so if your students need to use lower-end hardware; are targeting platforms like Nintendo 
Switch or Oculus Quest; or developing for mobile devices, they should consider using static or 
baked lighting. 

That said, Unreal Engine 5 significantly improves the Lightmass system for rendering high quality, 
baked global illumination.
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Static Lighting Basics

The major tradeoffs between Lumen and Lightmass are performance and dynamism. Where 
Lumen allows fully dynamic lighting, calculated on the fly; Lighmass uses an offline, in-editor 
process to generate scene lighting and records the results to textures. These textures, also 
called Lightmaps and Shadowmaps, are then automatically applied to the surfaces by the engine, 
providing the rich look of global illumination and almost no rendering overhead once baked.

Static lighting is often chosen to achieve the highest fidelity, accuracy, and performance for 
your game.

[Art created by Dekogon Studios - www.dekogon.com]

Of course, this has significant limitations. Static lights cannot be changed  once baked, and 
meshes that are set to Static / lit by Static Lights will leave artifacts and exhibit incorrect 
lighting, if moved. This means any changes made to your static lights or meshes will require a 
lighting rebuild.
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[Moving the chair and bookshelf has resulted in broken, incorrect lighting and a notice that says, “Lightning needs to be rebuilt.”]

Another major limitation of Static Lighting is that it requires a significant amount of technical 
know-how and a good understanding of 3D models and geometry. Early-career students lacking 
this knowledge might quickly come across technical issues that are difficult to troubleshoot.

This technical complexity, combined with the relatively slow iteration time of light-baking, can lead 
to poor results.

GPU Lightmass

One of the most exciting improvements to Lightmass is the addition of the new GPU lightmap 
baking system. This system leverages the ray-tracing hardware on modern graphics cards 
to massively speed up the process of light baking, enabling near real-time previews of static 
lighting results.

GPU Lightmass also features major improvements to lighting quality over CPU Lightmass.

There are several limitations to GPU Lightmass students should be aware of, though. First, GPU 
Lightmass requires a modern GPU that supports the Windows DirectX 12 Ray Tracing API (DXR), 
such as the NVIDIA RTX and AMD Radeon RX lines.

Second, while GPU Lightmass is significantly faster than CPU Lightmass, it can’t be distributed like 
the latter can using Swarm. You can speed up rendering by using multiple GPUs in a SLI-equipped 
system, however..
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Teaching guidance
• Unless performance is unusable, we recommend you start teaching with Lumen. It removes a lot 

of the technical barriers to creating compelling lighting scenarios, and helps the student to focus 
on understanding how light operates in a real-time environment. 

• Lumen now supports nDisplay, which enables you to synchronize multiple screens. This means 
we’ll be seeing it being used more often in the film industry. 

• Lumen and Virtual Shadow Maps can all be switched off in favor of traditional methods—if needed. 
• When building static scenes, we encourage the use of the improved GPU Lightmass.
• Mobile performance has seen significant improvements in Unreal Engine 5. Dynamic lighting 

in mobile is going to start becoming more common, so we recommend introducing it and the 
differences between deferred and forward shading now.

• Teach VR lighting as you have been. While Lumen is not ready for VR yet, as it matures it will 
become more feasible, so keep an eye on this area.

Advice for students
Current Freshmen

• Use Lumen and VSMs everywhere you can. More and more games/studios will be adopting  
the technology in near future.

• Traditional methods are still valid, learn them too. 
• Games are moving towards more dynamically lit scenes, but some use cases—like mobile 

development—are still going to need the quality and performance of baked lighting over the 
flexibility of dynamic lighting.

• You can use Lumen to develop a better understanding of how light bounces and reflects as  
you’re building your scene in real time.

• Explore the mobile deferred renderer. Now that it’s in a production-ready state, the high-end 
mobile landscape will change quickly. Overall, the forward shading pipeline is more performant, 
but the deferred shading pipeline is becoming more feature-rich each release.

Recent Graduates and Seniors

• Lumen is a great tool to add to your belt, even if you plan on using baked lighting. It can be 
especially helpful for prototyping and iterating before locking in your baked lights. 

• Traditional lighting methods aren’t going to go away, keep practicing them.
• VSMs is still a maturing technology. Exploring it can keep you ahead of the curve, but it will be 

rare to see it in production next year.
• Learn how to optimize for mobile taking the restrictions that come with static lighting into account. 
• Dynamic lighting in mobile is ready, but won’t be used in every use case. You’ll have time to 

understand the differences as you make more projects.
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Resources
Documentation

Lighting landing page

Lumen documentation

Virtual Shadow Maps documentation

CPU Lightmass documentation

GPU Lightmass documentation

Mobile Rendering documentation

Mobile Optimization documentation
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In Conclusion
• Dynamic lighting is maturing more and more every year, it’s the direction many industries are 

moving towards.

• Less complex implementation means it’s easier than ever to get a beautiful scene. By learning 
these tools early, students can find niche spots quickly that will help them stay in demand.

• In the short term, using Lumen and GPU Lightmass are going to open up some exciting 
creative opportunities.

• In the long term, VSMs and advances in mobile and VR rendering will change the way we light 
3D worlds. Supplementing learning traditional methods with new technologies, like mobile 
deferred rendering, will help students push the medium forward and help them be ready for 
new projects in the 5.1+ ecosystem.
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Addendum
This section contains some great information that will help you make effective teaching content 
for Lumen and Virtual Shadow Maps. 

Baked Dynamic GI

Baked lighting and shadows (Lightmass) Lumen and VSM

Runs at very high-frame rates Targeting 60 fps at 1080p, upscaled to 4K 
on next-gen consoles

Runs on a wide array of legacy hardware, 
including mobile and VR

Targets current-gen consoles and mid- to 
high-end PC configurations

Lightmaps and reflection probes can 
use significant memory and disk space, 
increasing load times

No lighting information is recorded to disk 
as it is calculated on the fly, resulting in 
significantly smaller package sizes and 
loading times

High quality, but completely static (lights 
and objects cannot move)

Very high-quality direct and indirect lighting 
that is fully dynamic

Significant time required to “bake” lighting. 
May require a hardware farm to increase 
rendering speed

No rendering time. Artists can iterate on 
lighting and materials in real time

Coarse shadows and lighting limited by the 
texel resolution of surfaces

Very high-quality shadows and lighting 
based on screen resolution

Generally not suitable for large, open worlds 
without significant technical planning and 
execution

Works for both interior and large-scale, 
open-world environments

No practical limit to the number of baked 
lights and dynamic lights that can be added 
for specific effects (albeit without any GI 
contribution).

Dynamic lights can be expensive to render 
using Lumen. Consider exploring the use of 
emissive meshes to reduce the number of 
light actors required.
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Lumen advantages

• Highly efficient dynamic lighting
• Cumulative lighting traced over previous frames
• Accurate, soft indirect shadows
• Emissive materials light the scene by default
• Skylighting and cubemaps are included in the final gather of Lumen—at no extra cost
• Unified lighting and reflections 
• Requires less setup than traditional methods
• Able to be tuned for a wide range of target platforms

Lumen technical limitations

• When either Lumen or VSMs are used, static lighting is ignored
• Can’t take full advantage of Lumen without modern hardware (DX12 and SM6 support required)
• MacOS and Linux are not supported, and support for them are  not currently being prioritized
• Lumen is unavailable to mobile platforms and VR
• No support for:

• Multiple specular reflections
• Forward shading
• Geometry collections

Using software vs. hardware with Lumen

• Software ray tracing
• Traces against distance fields 

• Higher cost detail tracing against the mesh distance field for 2m, then traces on the 
global distance field

• Global-only tracing is available (lower rendering cost)
• Check distance field visualization for possible issues
• Does not support skinned meshes, WPO, or transparency 
• Environments should be made from smaller modules to prevent self-occluder artifacts 

• Hardware ray tracing
• Supports more geometry types and ray hit lighting evaluations, instead of the using the 

surface cache
• Higher cost with every increase to skinned meshes
• Nanite uses the fallback mesh to trace against
• Requires modern hardware with ray-tracing cores and DX12 support (RTX 2000+, RX 6000+)
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VSM advantages

• Ray-traced style shadows without the need for ray-tracing hardware
• Penumbra softening/contact hardening creates realistic dynamic shadows with distance-

based blurring
• Creates shadows for extremely detailed geometry, such as Nanite, far into the distance
• Requires almost zero configuration for excellent results

VSM technical limitations

• Works better with high-poly geometry. VSMs especially can show artifacts on low-
poly geometry

• The shadow resolution is large but not infinite. Extreme examples like large shallow angle 
lights that produce long shadows can start to eat away at available memory and cause 
rendering artifacts

• The frustum of the soft shadow is an approximation with limitations; sometimes visual artifacts 
compared to true ray-traced shadows

Lighting in UE5 takeaways

• Lumen is here!
• New dynamic, ray-traced global illumination and reflection system. It’s software-based,  

but you can use hardware ray-tracing for improved fidelity and performance.
• Real-time lighting and reflections update quickly, even at runtime with infinite lighting 

bounces and no baking required at all, making iteration work at the speed of light
• Suitable for both large or small-scale worlds, removing the need to store large lightmaps 

on disk and promoting total scene interactivity
• Compatible with Nanite meshes for unprecedented detail and realism
• Requires the use of Mesh Distance Fields for software ray tracing
• Targeting 60 fps at 1080p upscaled to 4K on Current Gen Consoles (PS5 and Xbox 

Series X)
• Not suited for mobile or VR applications
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• Baked lighting is still here too!
• Baked lighting using Lightmass runs much faster than Lumen at runtime
• Baked lighting requires long bake times during development, slowing iteration
• In-game lighting is primarily static, requiring designers and artists to work around specific 

limitations of the Lightmass system
• Ambient lighting is computed using a relatively low-resolution volumetric lightmap 

generated at build time, approximating the ambient light in scenes
• Suitable only for smaller worlds with limited environmental interactivity
• Compatible, but not ideal for Nanite meshes
• Still the solution for most high-end mobile and VR applications
• Major improvements in GPU Lightmass in 5.1 improve iteration and baking speed along with 

increases in fidelity (requires hardware ray tracing support)

Mobile & VR lighting considerations

• Lumen isn’t supported fully here, with 5.1 VR is in an experimental state but not production-ready
• In these spaces optimization is king, static lights are going to be what you use most

• Dynamic lighting on these platforms is faster than ever and this will be changing in 
the future

• VR has more headroom for dynamic lighting, just keep frame rate in mind
• With UE5, mobile rendering has been improved, enabling adjustable shadow map cascade 

counts and more point and spotlights (now with optional shadows)
• Multiple reflection captures can be used now for image-based lighting
• Only a single directional light is supported
• With UE 5.1, deferred shading model is production-ready

• Light functions and light profiles now supported in this mode
• Lit decals are now supported with non static lights in mobile
• Much more headroom for dynamic lighting
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